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Abstract: Our case-control studies were the first to report an association between the use of mobile or cordless phones
and brain tumors; glioma and acoustic neuroma. Criticism of these results has been based partly on results from the Interphone studies conducted under the auspice of the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). Here, we compare study design and epidemiological methods used in our studies and the Interphone studies. We conclude that while our
results appear sound and reliable, several of the Interphone findings display differential misclassification of exposure due
to observational and recall bias, for example, following low participation rates in both cases and controls and bed-side
computer guided interviews of cases rather than blinded interviews of cases and controls. However, as we have presented
elsewhere, there seems to be a consistent pattern of an association between mobile phone use and ipsilateral glioma and
acoustic neuroma using > 10 years latency period.
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INTRODUCTION
An association between use of wireless phones and brain
tumors has been increasingly discussed during the last decade. Such devices were introduced on the market in the early
1980’s but it was not until the late 1990’s that the penetration in the society increased dramatically. A number of casecontrol studies have been published, and there seems in a
meta-analysis of these studies to be a consistent pattern of an
association between mobile phone use and ipsilateral glioma
and acoustic neuroma using > 10 years latency period [1,2].
Thus, for glioma latency period of >10-years gave odds ratio
(OR) = 1.2, 95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.8-1.9 and for
ipsilateral use (same side as tumour) OR = 2.0, 95% CI =
1.2-3.4. Contralateral use did not increase the risk significantly, OR = 1.1, 95% CI = 0.6-2.0. Regarding acoustic neuroma OR = 1.3, 95% CI = 0.6-2.8 was calculated using >10years latency period increasing to OR = 2.4, 95% CI = 1.15.3 for ipsilateral use, but for contralateral use no statistically
significant association was found; OR = 1.2, 95% CI = 0.72.2. No clear association with meningioma was found [2].
Twelve of the published case-control investigations are a
part of the ‘Interphone studies’. These were performed in 13
countries and used a common study protocol laid down by
the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC)
and sponsored by industry [3]. According to the contract for
these Interphone studies, the funding industry has full access
to the publication of results one week before they are publicly available. Some results of these studies have been
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published in individual countries, see below, but we are still
awaiting the final results that seem, now to have been delayed for more than one year [4].
Our Swedish studies were among the first to indicate an
association between use of cordless phones and brain tumours [1,2,5-9]. At the moment there are partly conflicting
results between our studies and the published Interphone
studies, although long-term effects do appear similar. It
would seem pertinent therefore to compare the epidemiological methods used in our studies with those used in the
Interphone studies in order to better understand the apparent
differences in the results. The studies are discussed below,
after a discussion of the only cohort study that exists in this
area.
MATERIALS AND DISCUSSION
Cohort Study
Two publications resulted from a Danish cohort study
[10,11]. The cohort consisted of people that at some time
during the thirteen year period between 1982-1995 were registered for the use of mobile phone. According to the first
publication following the study in 2001 follow-up continued
until 1996 [10]. In that publication results were given for use
of analogue (NMT) and digital (GSM) phones, these separate results were not given, however, in the updated publication in 2006 [11].
Results were also given initially for the duration of use of
GSM phones. The results recorded 9 persons with brain tumors that had used GSM > 3 years and in the same group a
somewhat increased standardized incidence ratio (SIR) =
1.2, 95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.6-2.3 was found for
brain and nervous system tumors. In the updated publication
2008 Bentham Open
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no data were given for duration of use in years. It is to be
noted that such data were not reported for NMT phones even
in the initial publication [10].
In the latest publication the cohort was followed for
seven more years, against the Danish Cancer Registry until
2002. However, the length of time during which mobile
phone had been used was not up-dated. The only information
that was given was the most general, that is whether or not
the cohort member was a user at one point in time; one
phone call per week for six months was the initial inclusion
criteria. In the calculation of latency, the first year of registration was used, which was usually not equivalent to the
total number of years of cellular phone use.
We know that during the first years of the 1980s almost
all use of mobile phones was in cars with external antenna.
These subjects were thus unexposed to microwaves. No information about that is given. Subjects appear to have been
included as exposed although they were not.
More than 200 000 (32%) company subscribers were
excluded. In fact, these are the heaviest users and billed 4.5
times higher than laymen in Sweden for example. They
started use earlier than others but were included in the “nonuser” group of the Danish population; the reference population.
In the study SIR was calculated to 1.21, 95% CI = 0.911.58 for temporal glioma, that is the most exposed area of
the brain [11]. This finding was based on 54 persons. This
should have been divided into phone type and first use i.e.
latency period. There was no information regarding the ear
used during phone calls and its correlation with tumor site.
In our studies we found most consistent increased risk in the
category of > 10 years use and the development of ipsilateral
tumors [7,8].
Another methodological problem is that expected numbers were based on the general population. However, a large
part of the population does use mobile phones and/or cordless phones, and this percent was not assessed at all for the
study. This method gives an underestimate of the risk. In the
group with first use > 10 years significantly decreased SIR of
0.66, 95% CI = 0.44-0.95 was found for brain and nervous
system tumors. This is an indication of methodological problems in the study.
Of the subscribers 85% were men and 15% were women,
this appears to be a very skewed sex distribution. In fact
there seems to be a ‘healthy worker’ effect in the study since
SIR was significantly decreased to 0.93, 95% CI = 0.92-0.95
for all cancers. Certainly early mobile phone users are not
socioeconomically representative for the whole of the Danish population as used for comparison in the study.
The authors cite an article [12] that they claim has raised
“methodological issues” about our studies on this subject.
However, alhough apparently used as an example, the discussion is in the most general terms and may be applied to
any or all case-controls studies. In the article Schüz et al.
[11] failed to cite the following statement in the article “Relying on private cellular network subscription as measure of
mobile phone use would also have resulted in substantial
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misclassification because subscribers bear only a modest
relation to users and because corporate users were either
excluded or included in the unexposed group” [12,13]. That
is in fact the case in the Danish study [10,11].
Furthermore, the cohort only included persons older than
18 years, and in view of our finding that those starting their
mobile phone use before the age of 20 are at higher risk than
those who started later [14], this represents another problem
with the study and its conclusions.
Finally the authors fail to acknowledge the contribution
by the telecom industry to the study [11] as cited in the first
publication [10], i.e. TelemarkDanmarkMobil and Sonofom.
Two of the authors are affiliated with the private International Epidemiology Institute (IEI) of Rockville, MD, USA,
which has contributed financially to the study. Where IEI
gets its money from is not declared although a connection
with the mobile phone industry cannot be ruled out [15,16].
In the application to the Danish national mobile phone programme, that funded part of the study, no mentioning of the
involvement or payment of these two consultants was made,
a fact that has raised questions.
In summary there are many methodological problems in
the study and it is of limited value in its assessment of longterm health effects, as also discussed elsewhere [17,18].
Case-Control Studies
From the Interphone study group eight publications give
results for glioma [19-26] and seven for acoustic neuroma
[24, 25, 27-31]. There are several methodological concerns
that need to be addressed in these Interphone studies. Our
own studies in this area are the largest outside the Interphone
group and our methods and results must be compared with
the Interphone studies, especially as we were the first to find
a consistent pattern of an association between use of mobile
phones and brain tumours. Furthermore, in contrast to our
studies, the use of cordless phones was not assessed in the
Interphone studies, or such details were not presented
[19,22].
The Swedish Interphone Studies
The Swedish part of the Interphone studies may serve as
a model of how these studies were performed using the same
core protocol as other Interphone studies. Also, since we are
familiar with the Swedish medical system for patients with
these tumor types, we have chosen to discuss these two studies in more detail in the following analysis. We discuss in
some detail the methods and results of these studies on
glioma or meningioma [19], and acoustic neuroma [27].
These studies were part of a medical dissertation [32].
Regarding glioma the Swedish Interphone study [19]
reported 23 ORs in Table 2 in the article and 22 of these
were < 1.0 and one OR = 1.0. For meningioma all 23 ORs
were < 1.0, six even significantly so. These results indicate a
systematic bias in the study unless use of mobile phones prevents glioma and meningioma, which is biologically unlikely. It should be noted that several of the overall ORs also
in other Interphone studies were < 1.0, some even significantly so. As an example, in the Danish Interphone study on
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glioma [20] all 17 ORs for high-grade glioma were < 1.0,
four significantly decreased.
In spite of a reported overall decreased risk, an increased
risk was found for tumors on the same side of the brain as
the cellular phone had been used (ipsilateral exposure) [19].
These calculations yielded for glioma OR = 1.6, 95% CI =
0.8-3.4 for > 10 years time since first regular use. Contralateral use yielded OR = 0.7, 95% CI = 0.3-1.5. The corresponding results for meningioma were OR = 1.3, 95% CI =
0.5-3.9 and OR = 0.5, 95% CI = 0.1-1.7, respectively.
Similarly 23 ORs were presented for acoustic neuroma
for various characteristics of mobile phone use in Table 2
from the same study group [27]. Eight ORs were < 1.0, 13
were > 1.0 and two OR = 1.0. No OR was statistically significantly decreased or increased in that table. Time since
first regular use of mobile phone > 10 years yielded for ipsilateral use OR = 3.9, 95% CI = 1.6-9.5 and for contralateral
use OR = 0.8, 95% CI = 0.2-2.9. Thus, this study confirmed
our finding of an association between mobile phone use and
acoustic neuroma [33,34].
Both Swedish Interphone studies have some questionable
points concerning study participants, statistical methods, and
interpretation of the results that are solely the responsibility
of the authors [19,27]. In the following paragraphs we discuss some of these issues.
Persons aged 20-69 years living in the medical areas of
the university hospitals in Umeå, Stockholm, Gothenburg
and Lund in Sweden were eligible. The cases consisted of
patients diagnosed with primary glioma, meningioma or
acoustic neuroma during September 1, 2000 until August 31,
2002. Unmatched controls were recruited from the population registry. For reasons not disclosed, cases with acoustic
neuroma living in the Umeå medical region were not included. This is particularly unfortunate because use of analogue phones has been more common in the northern part of
Sweden due to better geographical coverage. Considering
our previous findings [33,34] of a significantly increased risk
of acoustic neuroma it would have been of special value to
include cases from that part of Sweden.
Use of cellular telephones was mostly assessed by personal interviews in the Interphone studies. In contrast to our
procedure, the interviewer was aware whether they were a
case (patient) or a control, thereby potentially introducing
observational bias. It is not described how these personal
interviews were organized, a tremendous task considering
that vast parts of Sweden from north to south had to be covered. In the sparsely populated and extended area in northern
Sweden personal interviews must have meant lots of long
distance traveling and imposed additional stress on the interviewers. No information was given in the articles on how or
if this methodological problem was solved.
According to the provisions of the Interphone study the
interviews were extensive and computer aided. It is likely
that such an interview creates a stressful situation for a patient with a recent brain tumor diagnosis and operation.
These patients, especially under pressure, often have difficulties remembering past exposures and inevitably have
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problems with concentration and may have problems with
other cognitive shortcomings. According to our experience a
better option would have been to start with a mailed questionnaire, that can be answered by the patient during a period
of more well-being, if necessary this can be complemented
by a telephone interview. This procedure has the additional
advantage that it can be accomplished without disclosure
during the data collection, whether a person is a case or a
control.
The diagnosis of tumor type as well as grading is based
on histopathology. X-ray investigation or MR alone is insufficient. Of the 371 cases with glioma in the Swedish Interphone study [19] histopathology examination of the tumor
was available for 328 (88%) and for 225 (82%) of meningioma. Thus, it is possible that cases without histology
confirmation of the diagnosis may have had another type of
brain tumor or even brain metastases. Such misclassifications inevitably bias the result towards unity. It is remarkable
that 345 glioma cases were stratified according to grade I-IV,
although histopathology was available only for 328 cases. In
our studies on brain tumors we have histopathology verification of all of the diagnoses.
For analysis of laterality (ie. the risk of brain tumors on
the same side or the opposite side the mobile phone was held
during phone calls) an interesting approach was applied in
the Swedish Interphone studies. The researchers split the
cases into two subsets: those with left and those with right
side tumors. Controls were randomly allocated to one of
these subsets at a 1:1 ratio. Odds ratios calculated within
these subsets were then pooled to give an overall estimate.
This method is in principle correct for studies with unmatched controls. However, exposure categorization was
questionable for ipsilateral but completely faulty for contralateral use of a mobile phone. Subjects were considered exposed if they used the phone on the same or on both sides of
the head. On the other hand, if they used the phone on the
contralateral side or did not regularly use a mobile phone
they were considered unexposed.
Hence the reference category contained subjects using a
mobile phone regularly but reported use on the other side of
the head, as the tumor was located. Although exposure to
microwaves from mobile phone use is substantially lower on
the contralateral side, this discrepancy is less pronounced for
regions of the brain (the ventricular and subventricular
space) where glioma may originate. Therefore, the chosen
procedure introduced exposure misclassification which could
have biased the results. For contralateral exposure the opposite exposure classification was used. Patients with tumors
on the same side as their exposure were considered part of
the reference group. This is an obvious methodological flaw
because risk for contralateral exposure would have to be
decreased by including ipsilateral exposed cases in the reference group.
It should be pointed out that another weakness in the
glioma and meningioma study was that for 33 glioma and 8
meningioma cases information on exposure was obtained
from relatives, whereas no relatives of the controls were interviewed [19]. According to our experience relatives have
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difficulties in giving information on the use of cellular telephones, especially about the side of the head the phone most
frequently used during phone calls.
There are some discrepancies concerning number of
cases identified and data in the Swedish Cancer Registry. We
used the same criteria for case recruitment from the Swedish
Cancer Registry. For example the Cancer Registry contained
469 cases with intracranial glioma cases compared with the
499 in the Interphone study, 337 meningioma cases versus
320, and 122 acoustic neuroma cases compared with 160 in
the Interphone study [19,27]. The study included cases from
neurosurgery, oncology and neurology clinics as well as regional cancer registries in the study areas, and there seems
thus to be inconsistency with the numbers in the Cancer Registry.
Among the controls in the glioma and meningioma study
282 (29%) refused to participate [19]. Among some of these
non-responders a short interview was made and only 34%
reported regular use of a cellular telephone compared with
59% of the responders. If this discrepancy extends to the
total group of non-responders the ‘true’ percentage of mobile
phone users in controls would be approximately 52%. Hence
this figure would be lower than in glioma (58% exposed) and
acoustic neuroma cases (60%). Only for meningioma with
43% exposed cases a lower percentage was reported, however, considering the sex ratio (women:men) for meningioma
of about 2:1 a lower percentage of mobile phone users has to
be expected due to the lower rate of users among women. It
should be noted, however, that a similar procedure in another
Interphone study yielded similar results regarding mobile
phone use among responders and non-responders [26].
It was discussed in the medical dissertation [32] that:
‘Our Swedish study, that includes a large number of longterm mobile phone users, does not support the few previously reported positive findings, and does not indicate any
risk increases neither for short-term or long-term exposures.’
Considering the methodological shortcomings and that in
contrast to the cited assertion of ‘a large number of longterm users’ the study subjects included only 25 glioma and
12 meningioma cases with long-term use, its conclusion
seems to be going a long way beyond what can be scientifically defended.
It should be pointed out that one of the authors (Ahlbom)
had stated, before the study started, that an asserted association between cellular telephones and brain tumors is ‘biologically bizarre’ [35]. This statement might occlude him
from objectivity in his own investigation. The REFLEXstudy indicates that there are biological mechanisms that
could link exposure to the development of diseases such as
brain tumors [36].
General Comments
In Table 1 methodological aspects on the Hardell et al.
and Interphone studies are presented. Several issues may be
discussed.
Both sets of studies had the case-control design, included
both women and men and were performed during a similar
time period, except for the first Hardell et al. study that in-
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cluded cases and controls for the time period 1994-1996
[5,6]. Our studies included cases and controls aged 20-80
years, whereas the Interphone studies included various age
groups, mostly the age groups 20-69 years or 30-69 years,
c.f. [1].
In the Interphone studies deceased cases were included
with interviews of relatives, but only living controls. This
might have introduced recall bias since it is probably difficult for relatives to know mobile phone habits, ear used during phone calls, type of phone etc. In our studies only living
cases and controls were included. It is unlikely that excluding deceased cases would have biased the results unless use
of wireless phones gives decreased OR for deceased cases;
to balance an increased OR among living cases.
One large difference between our studies and the Interphone studies was assessment of exposure, as discussed
above. We used postal questionnaires that were blinded as to
case or control status during assessment of exposure and data
coding. The questionnaire was sent home to the cases, in
general about two months after the diagnosis. This gave a
more relaxed situation for the cases compared with the Interphone studies where mostly bedside interviews were performed during the patients’ stay at the hospital, some even
newly operated upon.
Obviously in the Interphone studies the case and control
status was known during the interviews and processing of
data in the computer. Observational bias might have been
introduced in these studies since the interviewer knew if it
was a case or control that was being interviewed. In contrast,
assessment of exposure and all further data processing until
statistical analysis was blinded as to being a case or a control
in our studies. Assessment of exposure was similar for cases
and controls.
It might have been a stressful situation for the cases with
bedside interviews in the Interphone studies creating recall
bias. In one of the Interphone studies Mini-Mental State Examination was completed by 80% of the cases and 90% of
the controls [20]. It was concluded that patients scored significantly lower than controls due to recalling words (aphasia), problems with writing and drawing due to paralysis.
Certainly these cognitive defects would not be expected to
the same extent for patients with acoustic neuroma and
clearly in the Swedish Interphone studies the results for
acoustic neuroma [27] seem to be more sound and reliable
than for glioma and meningioma [19].
We included use of mobile or cordless phone ‘any time’
in the exposed group and made dose-response calculations
based on number of hours of cumulative use. The unexposed
group included also subjects with use of wireless phones
with < 1 year latency period.
On the contrary, mobile phone use in the Interphone
studies was defined as ‘regular use’ on average once per
week during at least 6 months, less than that was regarded as
unexposed including also all use within < 1 year before diagnosis. This definition of ‘regular use’ seems to have been
arbitrarily chosen and might have created both observational
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Table 1.

Hardell et al.

Methodological Aspects on the Hardell et al. and Interphone Studies.

Study Design, Methods

Hardell et al.

Interphone

Type of study

Case/control

Case/control

Study period

1994-1996 [5,6]

Varying 1999-2004

1997-2003 [7,8]

Cases

Cancer registry

Hospitals (some checks with cancer registry)

Controls

Population registry

Populating registry/Practitioners list/ Random digit dialling

Status

Only living cases/controls

Assessment of exposure

Questionnaire

Also deceased cases included with proxy interviews
Only living controls
Computer guided personal interview

Cases: about 2 months after diagnosis.
Type and time for interview

Mailed questionnaire.
Controls:

Cases: Bedside (mostly) face-to-face by nurses or medical students
Controls: Face-to-face interviews usually in their home

Mailed questionnaire
Interview

Blinded as case or control

Not blinded as to case or control

Mobile phone use

Assessed

Assessed

Cordless phone use

Assessed

Not assessed (except for two studies)

Exposure, latency

Start < 1 year before diagnosis disregarded for
cases.

< 1 year before diagnosis disregarded for cases. Referent date for
controls = date of identification or mean of diagnosis date for
cases

Same year for the matched control
Exposure, time

Yes = any use; starting > 1 year before diagnosis

Unexposed

No use of mobile or cordless phones or use starting < 1 year before diagnosis

Yes = Regular mobile phone use on average once per week during at least 6 months; starting > 1 year before diagnosis (see
above).
No or not regular mobile phone use or use < 1 year before diagnosis (see above).
Note: use of cordless phone included in the unexposed group

Blinded coding

Yes

No. Computer based interviews with knowledge if it was a case
or control

Data processing

Blinded as to case or control

Not stated (not blinded?)

Data used in presentation

Anytime (DECT or mobile phone)

Regular user

and recall bias in the interpretation of such a vague definition.
Use of cordless phones was not assessed or not clearly
presented in the Interphone studies, e.g. [19, 22]. We found a
consistent pattern of an association between cordless phones
and glioma and acoustic neuroma [7,8]. It has been shown
that the GSM phones have a median power in the same order
of magnitude as cordless phones [37]. Moreover, cordless
phones are usually used for longer calls than mobile phones
[7,8]. Including subjects using cordless phones in the “unexposed” group in studies on this issue, as for example in the
Interphone investigations, would thus underestimate the risk
and bias OR against unity.
In Table 2 we present response rates for cases and controls in the various studies. The case participation was good
in our studies, 88% for cases with benign brain tumours,
90% for malignant brain tumour cases and 89% for the controls. On the contrary case participation varied from 37% to
93% and control participation from 42% to 75% in the Inter-

phone studies. Obviously low participation rates for cases
and controls might give selection bias and influence the results in the Interphone studies.
Methodological issues in the Interphone studies have
been discussed elsewhere [38,39]. It was concluded that the
actual use of mobile phones was underestimated in light users and overestimated in heavy users. Random recall bias
could lead to large underestimation in the risk of brain tumours associated with mobile phone use. It was further suggested that selection bias in the Interphone study resulted in
under selection of unexposed controls with decreasing risk at
low to moderate exposure levels.
The Interphone studies have been discussed in letters to
the Editor regarding e.g. the German study on glioma and
meningioma [22,40], the UK study on glioma [21,41,42], the
study on acoustic neuroma in five countries [29,43-45], the
Swedish study on glioma and meningioma [19,46], and the
Danish study on acoustic neuroma [28,47,48]. Thereby similar critique as in this presentation has been made.
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Response Rates (Percent) in the Hardell et al. and the Interphone studies. Numbers of Interviewed Cases is Given. Note
that for the Hardell et al. Pooled Results are Given from Previously Published Original Results
Response (Number and Percent)
Study

Cases

Controls

1 254 (88%)

2 162 (89%)

Hardell et al. (Sweden) 2006 [7,8]
- Benign brain tumors
- Malignant brain tumors

905 (90%)

Lönn et al. (Sweden) 2004 [27]
- Acoustic neuroma

148 (93%)

604 (72% )

- Glioma

371 (74%)

674 (71%)

- Meningioma

273 (85%)

Lönn et al. (Sweden) 2005 [19]

Christensen et al. (Denmark) 2004 [28]
- Acoustic neuroma

106 (82% )

212 (64%)

- Glioma

252 (71%)

822 (64%)

- Meningioma

175 (74%)

Christensen et al. (Denmark) 2005 [20]

Schoemaker et al. (Five North European countries) 2005 [29]
- Acoustic neuroma

678 (82%)

3 553 (42%)

966 (51%)

1 716 (45%)

- Glioma

366 (80%)

1 494 (61%)

- Meningioma

381 (88%)

Hepworth et al. (England) 2006 [21]
- Glioma
Schüz et al. (Germany) 2006 [22]

Takebayashi et al. (Japan) 2006 [30]
- Acoustic neuroma

101 (84%)

339 (52%)

- Glioma

289 (77%)

358 (69%)

- Meningioma

207 (71%)

- Acoustic neuroma

45 (68%)

Klaeboe et al. (Norway) 2007 [25]

Lahkola et al. (Five North European countries) 2007 [23]
- Glioma

1 521 (60%; range 37-81%)

3 301 (50%; range 42-69%)

- Glioma

96 (60%)

455 (75%)

- Meningioma

145 (78%)

- Acoustic neuroma

109 (81%)

Hours et al. (France) 2007 [24]

Schlehofer et al. (Germany) 2007 [31]
- Acoustic neuroma

97 (89%)

194 (53 %)

- Glioma

88 (59%)

196 (53%)

- Meningioma

132 (78%)

279 (52%)

- Pituitary adenoma

102 (76%)

208 (49%)

Takebayashi et al. (Japan) 2008 [26]

CONCLUSION
Our study group was the first to report a consistent pattern of an association between wireless phones and glioma

and acoustic neuroma, whereas this was not found for meningioma. Meta-analysis of all published studies in this area
using a reasonable latency period of at least 10 years confirmed this finding for use of mobile phones and ipsilateral
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glioma and acoustic neuroma, but no significant association
was found for meningioma [1,2]. Our studies have been attacked by unfounded critique as we have explored in detail
elsewhere [37], but also in the publications presenting our
case-control studies. Based on a comparison between our
studies and the Interphone studies our results seem to be
sound and reliable whereas several of the Interphone findings are prone to differential misclassification of exposure
due to e.g. observational and recall bias.
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